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Turning now to a current artist, Indo-Canadian singer Kiran Ahluwalia has been on
the scene for a while — she's already won two Juno Awards — but it feels like she's just
coming into her own artistically. Born in Patna, India and raised in Toronto, she has
her grounding in North Indian classical music and the poetic ghazal song styles,
including intense study in India. But Ahluwalia has spent a lot of time in the years
since exploring other genres, from Celtic fiddling to Portuguese fado. The most fruitful
and dynamic interminglings, though, have come since she fell in deep love with the
desert blues and Tuareg guitar, especially those of her friends and collaborators
Tinariwen, echoes of which you can hear on her song "Hayat" (Life). Underpinned by a
rollicking, "desert blues"-flavored guitar played by her husband, jazz artist Rez Abbasi,
and percussionist Nitin Mitta spinning out Tuareg rhythms on the tabla, it's an
inspired and fresh formula. To accompany the song, Ahluwalia shot a video in the
indelibly memorable city of Benares, India, along the Ganges River.
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